This study aimed to improve one basic circle of allometry-based forest biometrics-diameter at breast height (DBH) mensuration. To address its common shortage of low efficiency in field measurement, this study attempted mobile laser scanning (MLS) as an efficient alternative and proposed a new MLS-based DBH mensuration algorithm to further exclude the effect of stem bending. That is, prior to the procedure of cone-based geometric modeling of a tree stem, an operation of Aligning the local stem axis series that is calculated by the Successive Cone-based Fitting of those continuously equi-height-layered laser points on the stem (ASCF) is appended. In the case of an urban boreal forest, tests showed that the proposed algorithm worked better (the coefficient of determination, R 2 = 0.81 and root mean square error, RMSE = 52.1 mm) than the circle-(0.16 and 189.4 mm), cylinder-(0.77 and 58.7 mm), and cone-based (0.77 and 56.7 mm) geometric modeling algorithms. From a methodological viewpoint, the new ASCF algorithm was preliminarily validated for MLS-based tree DBH mensuration, with the "cornerstone-rebuilding" significance for allometry-based forest biometrics. With the development of MLS variants available for complex forest environments, this study will contribute fundamental implications for advancements in forestry.
Introduction
Forest biometrics concentrate on the advancement of mathematical statistics and biometrics in linking bio-properties to structure-metrics and is extensively highlighted in the communities of forest science and management [1, 2] . However, in forest inventory, tree structural parameters are often divided into two categories-those that are easy to measure and those that are difficult to assess. To acquire the latter, tree allometry that reflects the inherent relationships between the two categories of characteristic dimensions of trees [3, 4] can be incorporated. By this means, the difficultly-assessed structure-metric features can be derived from a few easily-collected parameters through their allometric relations. The practice of forest inventory has validated the usefulness of this strategy. Consequently, allometry-based forest biometrics has become a widely used approach for forest science and management.
A representative case scenario for the application of allometry-based forest biometrics is the measurement of forest above-ground biomass (AGB) [4] . AGB estimation is an important means for the assessment of timber production, wood fuel, and energy potential [5] , and the mapping of AGB to validate MLS for the mensuration of tree stem DBHs as well as develop new efficient algorithms for MLS-based DBH mensuration.
Materials and Methods

Study Area
The study area was located on Seurasaari Island, about 5 km from the Helsinki city center, Finland (about 60 • 11 N, 24 • 53 E). Seurasaari is a wooded island with rocks, hills, wetlands, and herb-rich forests, covering~46 hectares. The southern part is a natural unmanaged forest park with mainly oaks, spruces, poplars, and pines, while the northern part is a well-managed urban park with primarily old oaks, spruces, and pines. The study area covers~2.7 hectares, as shown by the lighter gray color in Figure 1a . In the study area, there is a dense network of man-made outdoor lanes that can be used by MLS vehicles, as marked by the black lines in Figure 1a . The standing trees on both sides of the lanes generally show clean stems, without understory plants influencing the performance of MLS sampling, and this facilitates testing the accuracy of the proposed algorithm on DBH mensuration. At the current stage of algorithm validation rather than application expansion, this urban boreal forest, which is quite approximate to natural boreal forests, was appropriate for the planned tests in this study.
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Data Preparation
Data Collection
The MLS data were collected in August 2010, based on the Roamer mobile mapping system [39] mounted on a car. The Roamer consists of a FARO LS880 laser scanner (with sampling frequency set at 120 kHz) and a NovAtel HG1700 SPAN58 IMU/GNSS module, and its principle is to geo-reference the range data collected by the scanner to 3D point clouds, by synthesizing the location and attitude information synchronously recorded by the IMU/GNSS module. The scan profiles can be preset to multiple tilt angles, i.e., 0°, 15°, and 30° above the platform horizon and −60°, −45°, −30°, and −15° below the horizon (relative to the zenith). The 0°-related scan profiles are classified into the mode of vertical-profiling, and the other angles relate to tilt-profiling. Vertical-profiling was used in this study, and the spacing between two laser points at a typical ranging of 15 m was set to be 2.5-25 mm. More settings of the MLS system regarding its laser wavelength, maximum range, ranging mode, and sampling density can be found in Reference [43] . Several steel calipers and a telemeter were applied to carry out the in situ manual DBH measurements in January 2012. In accordance with the understanding that the annual radius growths of boreal tree stems are so minor (e.g., [44] ), 
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The MLS data were collected in August 2010, based on the Roamer mobile mapping system [39] mounted on a car. The Roamer consists of a FARO LS880 laser scanner (with sampling frequency set at 120 kHz) and a NovAtel HG1700 SPAN58 IMU/GNSS module, and its principle is to geo-reference the range data collected by the scanner to 3D point clouds, by synthesizing the location and attitude information synchronously recorded by the IMU/GNSS module. The scan profiles can be preset to multiple tilt angles, i.e., 0 • , 15 • , and 30 • above the platform horizon and −60 • , −45 • , −30 • , and −15 • below the horizon (relative to the zenith). The 0 • -related scan profiles are classified into the mode of vertical-profiling, and the other angles relate to tilt-profiling. Vertical-profiling was used in this study, and the spacing between two laser points at a typical ranging of 15 m was set to be 2.5-25 mm. More settings of the MLS system regarding its laser wavelength, maximum range, ranging mode, and sampling density can be found in Reference [43] . Several steel calipers and a telemeter were applied to carry out the in situ manual DBH measurements in January 2012. In accordance with the understanding that the annual radius growths of boreal tree stems are so minor (e.g., [44] ), measuring the ground-truth data with a one-year delay from the MLS data collection Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 749 4 of 16 meant almost no changes of stem radii. This factor was omitted in this study, since the errors of DBH estimations based on all of the algorithms proved to be far larger than its influence.
To better accomplish the task of MLS-based DBH mensuration, a manually-marked tree map was used to locate the sample trees. Some parts of the study area were scanned twice by the MLS, at different moving speeds. This led to the situation that each of the twice-sampled stems had two sets of MLS scan profiles, which were different in terms of laser point density. This setting facilitated testing the applicability of the proposed algorithm. The MLS-collected point clouds (scanned once) are shown in Figure 1b . The study area was also scanned with a Leica HDS6100 TLS system (Leica Geosystem AG, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) in September 2010. More detailed settings of the TLS system are listed in Reference [43] . The MLS data collection took about 3 h, while the TLS data collection took almost three days to scan the same area (Figure 1b) . It is obvious that the applied MLS system was more efficient than the TLS system in forest mapping, and this comprised the key motivation and technical foundation behind this study.
Data Processing
Data processing started with segmenting individual trees and their stems from both of the MLS and TLS data. Tree segmentation in the high-density MLS data was made by following the structural characteristics of the scanned trees. The specific method used here was the tree isolation algorithm in the scheme of rotation doors, and its detailed procedures can be found in Reference [45] . Then, stem segmentation was interactively implemented by using Terrascan software (Terrasolid Oy, Hensinki, Finland), wherein the specific tool used to accomplish this task is the Fence function, and the operations are detailed in Reference [43] .
After data processing, a total of 48 trees were extracted from the MLS data and manually selected as the sample trees, which showed relatively complete stem representations. These sample trees consisted of eight Norway spruces (Picea abies), 10 Scots pines (Pinus sylvestris), 20 European aspens (Populus tremula), and 10 Pedunculate oaks (Quercus robur), but this information about tree species was neglected in the process of DBH estimation for the purpose of testing the common applicability of the later-proposed algorithm. Note that 36 trees were measured once by the MLS system (termed as MO) and the other 12 trees were measured twice (the first-and second-time scans were termed as MT-1 and MT-2, respectively). The statistics concerning the manually-measured DBHs and laser point densities in the vertical direction (PDVs) are listed in Table 1 . The PDV parameter is defined as the point number per height unit, proposed to show the performance of stem representations by sparse or dense scan profiles. This variable fits well with the practice of DBH derivation that focuses on the stem layer centered at the breast-related height (~1.3 m). When this new variable is considered, the MT-1 and MT-2 data are substantially different. Hence, it can be deemed that there were 60 MLS-sampled cases in effect for the analyses. In addition, 57 trees were segmented out from the synchronously-collected TLS data, and they are overlaid with those 48 trees selected as the samples for this MLS-oriented study. These 57 sample trees were extracted to examine the applicability of the proposed algorithm in the TLS mapping scenario. The performance of DBH mensuration depends on the accuracies of tree stem geometric models reconstructed from the scattered laser points, and new efficient algorithms were proposed after re-examining the existing algorithms. For the geometric modeling of tree stems, the traditional methods are typically based on least-squares fitting [46] , and their accuracies are principally decided by how closely the used geometric primitives can resemble the structure of tree stems. In other words, the selection of what kind of geometric primitives is a key point for improving the accuracy of MLS-based DBH mensuration. Among the previous studies, the commonly-used geometric primitives in the modeling of tree stem structure for DBH derivations included circle and cylinder, as indicated in Table 2 . The schemes of circle-and cylinder-based geometric modeling of tree stems are shown in Figure 2a ,b, respectively. The laser points on tree stems were first segmented by means of stem layering [30] to retrieve DBHs; the following operations were to individually run circle-and cylinder-based least-squares geometric fitting of the laser points two-dimensionally in horizontal planes and three-dimensionally in space, respectively. The circle-and cylinder-related geometric models were defined as:
where for each point (x, y, z), p and q relate to its vector forms (x, y) and (x, y, z) that are involved in the circle-and cylinder-oriented geometric modeling, respectively, c means the vector (x c , y c ) that indicates the center of the fitted circle, a and n denote the vectors (x a , y a , z a ) and (x n , y n , z n ) that mark the center of the fitted cylinder and the direction of the axis, respectively, and r represents the radius for both the fitted circle and cylinder.
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where r = (r min , r max , L, h min ), r min and r max are the minimum and maximum radii of the fitted cone, L is the thickness of the extracted stem layer for cone fitting, and h min is the height of the bottom of the fitted cone. This vector-formed definition of r facilitates geometrically drawing the fitted cone and supplying the input variables for making a program for the following data processing. The definitions of the other variables in Equation (3) are totally identical to the opposites in Equations (1) and (2). For the three geometric primitives, the thickness of the extracted stem layers (referred to as the layering height, LH) is a key parameter that may influence the performance of their derived models. For this reason, an optimal LH for each kind of geometric model was identified first. As illustrated in Figure 3c , the scan profiles collected by MLS vertical-profiling often show a little tilt angle. This is because although the laser scanner was set to be upright, the vehicle moved a short distance during the time span of scanning a profile. This resulted in tilted, rather than strictly vertical scan profiles. Theoretically, this effect can give more information about the curve characteristics of stem cross-sections, namely, larger LH settings can imply better DBH mensuration, particularly for the scenario of only a few scan profiles recognized on each tree stem. On the other hand, larger LH settings may introduce more erroneous laser points into the process of DBH estimation and lead to unsatisfactory results. Overall, the LH parameter needs to be carefully determined, e.g., by comparing DBH estimation results and then identifying its optimal values. The specific operations were to set different LH values in the process of geometric modeling of stems based on the circle, cylinder, and cone geometric primitives, and then compare their resulting accuracies.
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Even if the same geometric primitives are assumed, different settings of the MLS mapping modes often mean different challenges for the task of DBH mensuration. Different from TLS operating in a vertical-profiling mode in most cases, MLS collecting data can work in the tilt-or vertical-profiling modes, each of which has its own advantages for forest mapping. These three kinds of sampling modes and their common sampling densities are illustrated in Figure 3a -c, respectively. Since TLS can represent tree stems in a relatively more complete way, the traditional circle-and cylinder-based Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 749 7 of 16 geometric modeling algorithms proved to work well [24, 27] . In the scenario of MLS tilt-profiling, a tree stem is typically characterized by a series of parallel tilt curves and the tasks of tree segmentation and DBH derivation still can be finished in an explicit way [47] . However, for the third scenario of MLS vertical-profiling, the situation gets tougher. The traditional circle-and cylinder-based geometric modeling algorithms often yield unsatisfactory results, e.g., the radii of the fitted circles showing large biases [43] . Such unsatisfactory results are often caused by the typical adverse scenarios of scan profiles covering mainly the central parts of stem surfaces facing the laser scanners or too few scan profiles on tree stems. Such adverse situations may also occur in TLS samplings. The possible scenario is that, along with the distances between trees and scanners increasing, TLS samplings gradually behave in a similar way, as shown in Figure 3c . The situation worsens when the trees of interest show the phenomena of stem bending, since fewer scan profiles fall on their surfaces. All of these analyses suggested that tree stem structure needs to be considered when attempting MLS for tree DBH mensuration.
Algorithm Development
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As analyzed above, stem bending is another ill effect that must be considered in the process of advancing MLS-based geometric modeling of tree stems, parallel to the common effect of stem tapering from tree bottoms to tops. Cone-based fitting, as proposed above, can address the tapering effect but cannot well handle the bending effect, which is illustrated by the sampling points in the left part of Figure 4 . To solve this problem, a new algorithm also capable of robustly handling the effect of stem bending was developed. The schematic diagram of the proposed algorithm is displayed in Figure 4 . In light of the fact that tree stems mostly bend slowly, namely, for a single tree the span of its stem bending is generally much larger than the LH presumed for its DBH estimation [30] , cone-based geometric modeling is repeatedly conducted on the successively-segmented stem layers to derive their axes, which together can characterize the whole bending trend of the stem; then, all of the layer-associated axes are aligned into the same vertical axis, and all of the laser points within each layer are translated, following the shifts of their corresponding local axes; at last, cone-based fitting is again deployed on all of the laser points, and more accurate DBH values are derived. This proposed algorithm is referred to as a novel robust algorithm, which appends an operation of Aligning the serial local axes acquired via Successively Cone-based Fitting of the continuously-layered laser points on the stem (ASCF), prior to the procedure of running the traditional cone-based geometric modeling algorithm. The specific operations, i.e., cone-based fitting of the laser points on each of the stem portions layered in succession, translation of the laser points within each of the stem layers, and cone-based fitting of all of the laser points after their alignment, can be respectively expressed by: The schematic diagram of the proposed algorithm is displayed in Figure 4 . In light of the fact that tree stems mostly bend slowly, namely, for a single tree the span of its stem bending is generally much larger than the LH presumed for its DBH estimation [30] , cone-based geometric modeling is repeatedly conducted on the successively-segmented stem layers to derive their axes, which together can characterize the whole bending trend of the stem; then, all of the layer-associated axes are aligned into the same vertical axis, and all of the laser points within each layer are translated, following the shifts of their corresponding local axes; at last, cone-based fitting is again deployed on all of the laser points, and more accurate DBH values are derived. This proposed algorithm is referred to as a novel robust algorithm, which appends an operation of Aligning the serial local axes acquired via Successively Cone-based Fitting of the continuously-layered laser points on the stem (ASCF), prior to the procedure of running the traditional cone-based geometric modeling algorithm. The specific operations, i.e., cone-based fitting of the laser points on each of the stem portions layered in succession, translation of the laser points within each of the stem layers, and cone-based fitting of all of the laser points after their alignment, can be respectively expressed by:
where i denotes the serial number of each stem layer, m means the total amount of the processed stem layers, the i th scenario in Equations (4) and (5) relates to cone fitting and axis aligning (new axes marked by q i ) for the i th stem layer, Equation (6) repeats the cone fitting after axis aligning (AA, as indicated in the subscript), and the definitions of the other variables are identical to those in Equation (3). The performance of the proposed ASCF algorithm is primarily controlled by the settings of the three parameters, i.e., the LH of the stem segment drawn for DBH estimation, the LH of the local layer drawn to overcome the effect of stem bending, and the shifting distance between two adjacent local layers. Their optimal values vary for different tree species and ages, and in principle need to be determined by means of repeating the same procedures with different settings of the parameters on a randomly-selected ratio of the trees of interest and statistically comparing the optimal cases. If no time is available for such a trial test, the users can directly use the parameter settings derived in this study (as listed in Section 3.4), which is also feasible from the perspective of theoretical analysis.
Performance Assessment
The circle-, cylinder-and cone-based geometric modeling algorithms and the new ASCF algorithm were all evaluated by comparing their results with the ground-truth DBH data. The comparison was implemented by using linear regression analysis. Then, the performance of the four algorithms was quantified using the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and root mean squared error (RMSE), which are respectively defined as:
where d i is the estimated DBH value for the i th tree, d R i is its manually-measured DBH value as the ground-truth data, their difference d i − d R i is termed as the deviation of DBH estimation, d i denotes the DBH value estimated by following the relationship that is derived by correlation analysis between DBH estimates and ground-truth values, d = ∑ d i /n, and n is the total number of the sample trees in the test.
Results
Circle-Based DBH Estimation
In the processes of circle-based geometric modeling and DBH derivation from the MLS data, the estimation results that were out of normal ranges, i.e., less than 0 m or larger than 2 m, were automatically set to zeros. The correlation analyses between the DBH estimates and their ground-truth data showed that the related R 2 and RMSE values vary along with the LH parameter setting increasing (Figure 5a ). In a whole sense, the RMSE values first decrease and then increase, while the R 2 values exhibit the opposite trend. These two contrasting trends verified the hypothesis that a compromised LH value needs to be pursued. Figure 5a shows that 1.4 m is this optimal LH value for the test scenario in this study. It can be seen that the R 2 values decrease when the LH values reach further than 1.6 m. This phenomenon might be caused by the effect of extra samplings with errors adversely introducing more disturbances [26] , which lead to estimation degradations. After the optimal LH was determined to be 1.4 m, the scatterplots of the circle-based DBH estimates and their ground-truth data were generated (Figure 5b) . The cases in which their results were automatically set to zeros are also exhibited, as marked by the points on the x axis in Figure 5b . These points can give an intuitive impression about the functional shortage of the purely circle-based geometric modeling algorithm. These points, however, were still regarded in the last procedure of the result assessment. This resulted in the finding that, for all of the 60 samples, the R 2 and RMSE are 0. 16 . Obviously, the fitted line deviates far from the linear distribution of the effective estimate vs. ground-truth pairs (i.e., the points lie far from the x axis). This implies that the circle-based DBH estimation algorithm would not work well for at least a certain portion of the tree stems that underwent the vertical-profiling MLS-based sampling.
The robustness of the circle-based geometric modeling algorithm in terms of LH was also examined (Figure 5c) . A comparison between the boxplots of the MT-1-and MT-2-derived DBH deviations shows that no obvious differences exist along with the settings of the LH variable increasing. This indicates that a small oscillation in the number of laser echoes backscattered from the stem surface of a tree will not result in substantially different results of its DBH estimation.
Cylinder-Based DBH Estimation
The results of cylinder-based geometric modeling and DBH estimations based on the MLS data were generated (Figure 6a ). The R 2 values increase and then decrease, while the RMSEs keep decreasing. The optimal LH for the cylinder-based algorithm was identified to be 1.6 m. The corresponding linear relationship was deduced as 1.00
21.97 yx    (Figure 6b ). The optimal R 2
and RMSE values are 0.77 and 58.7 mm, respectively, which are better than the corresponding values in Figure 5b . It is worth mentioning that the points on the x axis did not occur, which verifies the After the optimal LH was determined to be 1.4 m, the scatterplots of the circle-based DBH estimates and their ground-truth data were generated (Figure 5b) . The cases in which their results were automatically set to zeros are also exhibited, as marked by the points on the x axis in Figure 5b . These points can give an intuitive impression about the functional shortage of the purely circle-based geometric modeling algorithm. These points, however, were still regarded in the last procedure of the result assessment. This resulted in the finding that, for all of the 60 samples, the R 2 and RMSE are 0.16 and 189.4 mm. Then, linear regression analysis derived the relationship between the estimated and ground-truth DBHs as y = 0.80 × x − 64.03. Obviously, the fitted line deviates far from the linear distribution of the effective estimate vs. ground-truth pairs (i.e., the points lie far from the x axis). This implies that the circle-based DBH estimation algorithm would not work well for at least a certain portion of the tree stems that underwent the vertical-profiling MLS-based sampling.
The results of cylinder-based geometric modeling and DBH estimations based on the MLS data were generated (Figure 6a ). The R 2 values increase and then decrease, while the RMSEs keep decreasing. The optimal LH for the cylinder-based algorithm was identified to be 1.6 m. The corresponding linear relationship was deduced as y = 1.00 × x + 21.97 (Figure 6b ). The optimal R 2 and RMSE values are 0.77 and 58.7 mm, respectively, which are better than the corresponding values in Figure 5b . It is worth mentioning that the points on the x axis did not occur, which verifies the applicability of the cylinder-based algorithm. Further, Figure 6c displays the robustness of the cylinder-based algorithm, which can tolerate variations in the number of the laser echoes backscattered from the stem surface of a tree. Figure 7a shows the results of cone-based geometric modeling and DBH derivations from the MLS data. In a whole sense, the R 2 values decrease and then increase, while the RMSEs exhibit the opposite trend. These two parameters indicate the optimal LH to be 2.0 m, and the related linear relation is 0.94 46.42 yx    (Figure 7b , with R 2 = 0.77 and RMSE = 56.7 mm). The RMSE value is smaller than that listed in Figure 6b and the points lying on the x axis did not emerge either, both of which suggest the higher applicability of the cone-based algorithm than the cylinder-based one. Figure 7c further shows that the cone-based algorithm can also withstand oscillations of the numbers of the laser echoes backscattered from the stem surface of a tree. Figure 7a shows the results of cone-based geometric modeling and DBH derivations from the MLS data. In a whole sense, the R 2 values decrease and then increase, while the RMSEs exhibit the opposite trend. These two parameters indicate the optimal LH to be 2.0 m, and the related linear relation is y = 0.94 × x + 46.42 ( Figure 7b , with R 2 = 0.77 and RMSE = 56.7 mm). The RMSE value is smaller than that listed in Figure 6b and the points lying on the x axis did not emerge either, both of which suggest the higher applicability of the cone-based algorithm than the cylinder-based one. Figure 7c further shows that the cone-based algorithm can also withstand oscillations of the numbers of the laser echoes backscattered from the stem surface of a tree. Figure 6b and the points lying on the x axis did not emerge either, both of which suggest the higher applicability of the cone-based algorithm than the cylinder-based one. Figure 7c further shows that the cone-based algorithm can also withstand oscillations of the numbers of the laser echoes backscattered from the stem surface of a tree. 
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opposite trend. These two parameters indicate the optimal LH to be 2.0 m, and the related linear relation is 0.94 46.42 yx    (Figure 7b, with R 2 = 0.77 and RMSE = 56.7 mm). The RMSE value is smaller than that listed in
ASCF-Based DBH Estimation
In light of the fact that the proposed ASCF algorithm, is essentially an enhanced version of the cone-based algorithm, its parametric setting assumed the optimal LH of 2.0 m, derived from the operation of the cone-based geometric modeling algorithm. Statistics indicated that for the sample trees, the optimal LH of the serial stem layers was 1 m, and the optimal shifting distance between these neighboring layers was 0.2 m. Lastly, six local stem layers were segmented and considered in the operation of layer axis alignment.
The final results of the ASCF-based DBH estimations based on the MLS data are displayed in Figure 8a -the scatterplots of the estimated and ground-truth stem DBH values. The resulting R 2 and RMSE are 0.81 and 52.1 mm, both of which are better than all of the results based on the purely circle-, cylinder-, and cone-based geometric modeling algorithms. This validated the effectiveness of the newly proposed algorithm for MLS-based DBH mensuration.
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Discussion
Performance Analysis
As this study was aimed at tree-level DBH mensuration, rather than forest stand mapping (which means that numerous practical engineering issues caused by complex forest environments need to be taken into account in the proposed algorithms), an extensive test of the proposed ASCF algorithm was deployed on the data collections of the sample urban trees that were examined in Reference [37] . The serial results derived based on the circle-, cylinder-, cone-, and ASCF-based algorithms reveal the same trends as those shown in Figures 5-8 with few distinctions between different tree species. After all, the structures of tree stems generally demonstrate almost no marked distinctions for most tree species. Hence, the following performance analyses mainly concentrated on the new algorithm itself. It can be seen that while the proposed ASCF algorithm performed better than the circle-, cylinder-, and cone-based geometric modeling algorithms, its resulting RMSE of 52.1 mm is still far worse than the previously-derived RMSEs of 4.7 mm [24] and 4.0 mm [27] , as listed in Table 2 . This does not mean that the ASCF algorithm cannot match the conventional algorithms, as their settings for the tests were different. Specifically, the datasets handled by Maas et al. [24] and Antonarakis [27] show much larger PDVs, in other words, with far better capacities on tree stem representations than the MLS-collected dataset in this study. In fact, the circle-and cylinder-based geometric modeling algorithms operated in this study were the same as those used in References [24, 27] , and their relatively poorer performance on the vertical-profiling MLS data just served as the counter-evidence to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed ASCF algorithm.
For the conventional and newly proposed algorithms, their DBH estimates based on the MLS data all showed the phenomenon of overestimation, as shown in Figures 6-8 . This is not caused by these algorithms themselves. Instead, it is an inherited result caused by so few MLS scan profiles representing the stem surface of a tree. That is, sparse scan profiles more likely miss characterizing the far ends of the two sides of the half stem surface facing the scanner, which play a substantial role in reflecting the circle effect of stem cross-sections. This issue becomes more serious when the laser-occlusion effect occurs in MLS samplings. For these reasons, only a limited number of MLS scan profiles backscattered from the stem surface of a tree possibly causes the convergence of fitting in the geometric modeling of stems to become weaker, and the fitted circles, cylinders, and cones easily output estimated DBHs that are larger than the real ones.
Further, when too few MLS vertical scan profiles lie on the stem surface of a tree, the proposed algorithm may fail. The reason for this is that the laser points cannot effectively characterize the curves of stem cross-sections. Specifically, for this study, the PDV of the MLS point clouds was larger than 92.35 points/m, and at least three scan profiles were located on the stem surface of each tree. If tree stems are covered by only one or two vertical scan profiles, improvements need to be added to the proposed algorithm or other solution strategies need to be adopted.
Potential Improvements
Aimed at the technical shortages as analyzed above, some solution measures can be added to the proposed new algorithm in order to improve its performance. For example, a precondition in terms of PDV can be set to check if tree stems are covered by at least three vertical scan profiles so as to ensure the basic reliability of their geometric modeling. If the precondition gives a negative result, an alternative solution based on allometric models [48] can be used. In other words, DBHs can be predicted based on the MLS-derived crown widths, which at larger scales than tree stems can still be better represented. Then, tree crown widths derived from the MLS point clouds can be assumed as another precondition to cross-validate the MLS-based DBH estimates.
In addition to making procedural improvements, the new algorithm can also be improved by more comprehensively exploring the mechanism of MLS-based stem characterization and analyzing the possible uncertainties in the expansion of its applicability to natural forest stands. The proposals of the cone-based geometric modeling method and the new ASCF algorithm were rooted in the full considerations of the effects of stem tapering and stem bending that often occur from tree bottoms to tree tops, respectively. In fact, in addition to these two effects, trees may show many other inherent morphological features. One typical feature is that the stems of many tree species do not strictly follow the common sense of growing with regular circular cross-sections. This breaks the foundations of the DBH estimation methods commonly assumed in this field. To handle this kind of ill situation, the scanning of a tree from its multiple surrounding locations can be used, and higher-order functions for geometric modeling can be assumed as the alternative kernel procedures to better the proposed algorithms.
The measurement mode of MLS vertical-profiling can also be improved to enhance its whole performance on DBH estimation. For example, an easy way to achieve this is to drive the data collection vehicles at low speeds. This will not decrease the efficiency of data collections overall. After all, the unsmooth and even totally-uncharted terrains in forested environments require vehicles to move slowly for safety. For the key forest plots of high interest, the stop-and-go mapping mode [49] can be used, and this efficacy can be equivalently learned from the comparison between the results in Figure 8a ,b. Moreover, high-accuracy DBH mensuration depends on tree species information. Efficient methods for MLS-based tree species classification need to be developed in future work, and the TLS-based algorithms [50] may give some inspiration.
Practical Implications
In the field of forestry, DBH has long served as a cornerstone-level tree structural variable, which facilitates deriving a large variety of forest properties, far more than forest AGB. This is evidenced by the fact that, based on no simple statistical relationships or complicated allometric models, this readily-accessible variable can help to quantitatively derive both tree-and forest-level biophysical, physiological, and biochemical properties as well as their relationships with the surrounding conditions [51] . Such properties include stand transpiration [10] , leaf area index (LAI) and litter fall [4] , photosynthesis capacity [52] , carbon stock volume [14] , plantation tree site index [51] , and sap flux density [53] . The environmental indicators cover tree competition effect [54] and even riparian conditions [55] . Overall, the accurate estimation of DBH is of fundamental importance for forest understanding and management.
The implications of the contributions of this study specifically cover two aspects. First, the proposed schematic plan of introducing MLS can effectively improve the efficiency of in situ forest investigations. Practice suggests that the operation of TLS-based field sampling of two adjacent forest plots tends to require about two hours, while MLS only needs ten minutes. This is also evidenced by the real performance of MLS-and TLS-based data collections in this study. Particularly, the newly emerging backpack MLS mode [41] can handle complex forest environments. This can lead to the advent of high-efficiency field surveys of forests in a real sense. Second, the proposed algorithm can improve the accuracy of DBH estimation, which serves as the basis for so many forest ecosystem studies. For instance, DBH was used as the independent variable to establish the prediction models for calculating the probability of the occurrences of targeted bird species [56] . If errors hide in the DBH calculations, their disturbance effects will no doubt be enlarged in the final results of predicting the occurrences of the bird species. In such a sense, the contributions of this study have the potential to push forward the implementation of high-performance forest biometrics-related studies and forest ecosystem understanding.
Conclusions
Following the trend of technical progress from manual measurements to TLS sampling in forest mapping, this study demonstrated the cutting-edge MLS technology for DBH mensuration. This is equivalent to fundamentally rebuilding one cornerstone of allometry-based forest biometrics. Tests based on an urban boreal forest showed that the proposed ASCF algorithm was methodologically validated. This, in a sense, can help to animate the traditional field of allometry-based forest biometrics by introducing state-of-the-art MLS remote sensing technology. With the emergences of the variant forms of MLS that can work in complex forest environments, the findings of this study contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of forest ecosystems. 
